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Footloose
Marianka Swain kicks off her Sunday shoes
to watch a new take on an old favourite

T

he good news for fans
of the original Footloose
is that the remake is
pretty much an exact replica – a
cover version by a respectful
tribute band. Of course, that’s
also a negative if you know
the plot well enough, but then
the original didn’t exactly
reinvent the wheel story-wise
(rebel boy meets wannaberebel girl, community healed
through the power of dance).
The premise – that a town
could make “suggestive”
music and dancing illegal
– is even more absurd
now, particularly when you
contrast the essentially
innocent activities on offer
with what these kids could
ﬁnd on the internet. Thus
the remake moves away
from the Puritanical regime
of the original, led by John
Lithgow’s committed preacher,
and instead makes this a portrait
of grief, embodied by Dennis
Quaid’s gentler antagonist.
Instead of dance being a force
for change, it becomes therapy
– an admirable sentiment, but
with less potential for conﬂict.
The decision to cast two
dancers as the leads – former
Justin Timberlake backing dancer
Kenny Wormald and “Dancing with
the Stars” (DWTS) alum Julianne
Hough – signals the ﬁlmmakers’
desire to up the ante when it
comes to the dance numbers.

There’s a greater variety of styles,
from krump and line dancing to
contemporary and breaking, and
moving the action from Utah to
racially diverse Georgia leads to
greater freedom in the soundtrack.
Yes, the classics are there –
“Footloose”, “Holding Out For A
Hero” – but we get an interesting
ﬂavour of the South as well.

On the downside, the enjoyable
but overly polished dances
don’t make dramatic sense – if
dancing is an illegal, suppressed
activity, why does every routine
look like an MTV video? Kenny
Wormald is clearly a more
accomplished dancer
than Kevin Bacon, but
doesn’t offer the same
raw outsider passion. In
fact, Ren’s backstory has
been altered to win him
sympathy points rather
than play his volatility off
against the authorities.
He’s a nice guy and we’re
happy to root for him, but
it’s frankly less interesting.
Julianne Hough (who
cha cha cha-ed to “Let’s
Hear It For The Boy”
with Apolo Anton Ohno
on Season 4 of DWTS
– spooky!) proves her
dramatic worth, although
her character’s attempts at
rebellion are relatively tame
– she’s no Lindsay Lohan.
The real scene-stealer is
Miles Teller, superb as the
redneck sidekick, whose
“journey” brings much-needed
comic relief and arguably
more believable emotion than
the main plot. Ultimately, the
ﬁlm’s destination is utterly
predictable, but the varied,
uplifting dance sequences
and likeable performances
make it worth the ride. ●

“The decision to cast two dancers as the
leads... signals the filmmakers’ desire to up the
ante when it comes to the dance numbers”
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